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Resco Deluxe Dog Nail Trimmer with Handle Grips, Large, Yellow

Resco is considered the top of the line. These trimmers are recommended for large dogs with a heavy duty

construction that professionals prefer and stronger blades for positive action every time.

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.Easy cutting action. The original animal nail trimmer American made

since 1937Easy to handle with soft rubber grips and color coded yellow trimmer for large size animalsPatented blade replacement featureProduct

DescriptionAmerican-made Animal nail trimmer for large dog nails. Its large opening makes the job easy. Cutting your pet's nails is simple with the Resco Deluxe

Nail Trimmer because it takes less effort with its extra sharp cutting blade. The cutting action is smooth and reliable with its heavy duty all metal

construction--doesn't stress you or your pet. Soft ergonomic grips make it easier to hang on to the product and durable powder coating makes this a professional tool

that handles well and will give you years of use.Beware of Imitations: Resco invented the nail trimmer in 1937 and since then we've made continuous improvements

in our products to insure that we are the standard through out the world. We invented the replaceable blade nail trimmer and our design is so unique it's patented. Our

product is a favorite with veterinarians and groomers, yet it is affordable for pet owners. Others duplicate our product but don't meet our standards. Nail grooming is

necessary and humane because most pets don't wear down their nails. Doing it once a month is a good rule. Not grooming nails regularly can cause the nails to grow

so long that it is pain full for the dog to walk. And the nail can curve and in grow causing infection. Puppy's nails grow faster than adult dogs so they may need their

nails trimmed more often.Replaceable Blades If the blades become dull they can be replaced with a Resco Blade Replacement PF0400 (1 blade) or PF0440 (6

blades).Unusual Uses of Resco Nail Trimmers: Trimming pet bird beaks and claws. Clipping the teeth of laboratory rats. Trimming rabbit nails. Trimming ferret

nails. Cutting hammer shanks for pianos Trimming plastic bottle tops and tubing. 
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